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What makes CPS security different?

Information security
insufficient.

Exploit physical
vulnerabilities.

Real-time operation (latency
important).

Attack vectors:

Software/hardware attacks: implementation vulnerabilities.

Communication attacks: Changing information bits, delays,
impersonation etc.

Physical attacks: Sensor/actuator attacks and spoofing.

Message: Vulnerability in both software/cyber and physical sides.
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Holistic approach
NSF CPS project “Foundations of secure CPS”

Idea: Secure CPS needs a holistic cyber-physical approach.

Use physics with multiple sensing to create error-correction
capability.

Distributed secure (private) control: no one has complete view.

Attack needs to be mounted in real time (before it being stale).

Use human-in-the-loop to aid security.

Project goal: To establish a systematic approach to security in
cyber-physical systems and validate it.

Illustrative idea: Use the redundancy inherent to physical system
dynamics to provide “error-correction” capability.
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Secure state estimation and control
Physical process modeled as a linear
dynamical system:

x (t+1) = Ax (t) + Bu(t)

y (t)|{z}
∈Rp

= Cx (t)

+ e(t)|{z}
attack
vector

Results:

If q = supp(e) < p
2 then can estimate

state (a.e. system) −→ real error
correction.

Separation principle: with secure
feedback can separate secure state
estimation and control.

Convex relaxation −→
computationally efficient secure state
estimation (compressed sensing).

Can handle some actuator attacks.

Bottomline: Using physical dynamical model we can defend against
(some) sensor/actuator attacks.

Fawzi, Tabuada and Diggavi, Trans. Aut. Control.
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Idea: Physics (through models) gives opportunity to create CPS
security.

Challenges:

How to model complex transportation systems?

How to model humans-in-the-loop?

What networked topologies are more resilient?

Limit extent of undefendable attacks?

Time-scales of automation versus human reaction time.

Utility/cost versus security.

...

New ideas needed: Mix of security, control, networking, error
correction and human/social behavior.
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Specific research directions

Modeling: Critically used for security.

How accurate should model be?
Can data-driven approach work? What guarantees?
Aggregates models better than individual? Useful at scale?

Shared control:

When and how to use human control? Time-scales?
How to present choices for decision support?
Training/adaptation?
How to localize damage?
Incentive mechanisms (e.g., social sensing)?

Secure networked control:

Overlay monitoring system?
No single point of failure: no one with complete view.
Secure sensing/actuation (analog domain).
Offline design: added security around points of vulnerability.
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